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I park daily at Seven Hills station and also use the local shopping centre and sporting grounds. I have lived in the local area for the past 20 years and parking at Seven Hills has become ridiculous.

The local streets have become traffic hazards as cars park in streets that are too narrow for cars to drive down them safely. Commuters are even parking at the local sport oval which are causing concerns for parents as there is limited vision for pedestrians and drivers alike. Also the local shopping centre has parking problems as more and more commuters park in the shopping centre car park.

The government had an option of building a huge multi story car park next to the existing multi story car park but as usual short sighted, we want results now to show the electorate we are making parking better for the next election mentality overruled the better option of let's build a multi story car park and look into the future for the future of the commuter and maybe as a politician we may not see the end result as it may be out of my term.

Parking in the immediate area is only going to get worse as three new apartment complexes near completion within 200 meters of the station.